In this paper, a family of exact* solutions is found for the two-dimensional flow of a compressible perfect fluid about a cylinder. The present work is restricted to the case where the circulation is zero and the speed a t large distances from th e cylinder is subsonic; b u t there is no restriction th a t the speed near the cylinder be subsonic. In a later paper I hope to remove these restrictions, which are not essential to the theory.
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I ntroduction
In this paper, a family of exact* solutions is found for the two-dimensional flow of a compressible perfect fluid about a cylinder. The present work is restricted to the case where the circulation is zero and the speed a t large distances from th e cylinder is subsonic; b u t there is no restriction th a t the speed near the cylinder be subsonic. In a later paper I hope to remove these restrictions, which are not essential to the theory. The family of solutions involves an infinite set of constants, upon the values of which depends the shape of the cylinder; b u t the question of so disposing these constants as to suit a prescribed shape is not here entered upon.
The hodograph m ethod is used, in which the velocity components are taken as independent variables, and the field equation is linear. Now the simplest type of flow, round a circular cylinder, for example, will have two axes of symmetry, and we shall have the same vector velocity qei0. a t any two about the centre. Hence if q1 is the velocity a t infinity, the position co-ordinates x, y will be double-valued functions of qeie, with a branc if x, y are expressed as power series in the components u, v of qeid, these series m ust diverge for u 2 + v2> q\; and for the representation of those parts of the flow-field in which | qeie | > q1 we shall need new series, viz. the analytic continuations of the former series round the branch point. I t is this problem of analytic continuation which is solved in the present paper. The key to the m atter lies in a theorem (theorem 4, §3) whereby a hypergeometric function whose param eters are large is expressed by a convergent series whose leading term represents the function asymptotically.
The prim ary solution, representing flow round a cylinder which is approxim ately circular when qx is small b u t which becomes flattened as qx increases, is given in theorems 5, 6, equations (4T7) to (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) and (5T7) to (5-21). The working out of this solution, and the investigation of such things as the critical value of qx for the appear ance of limit lines, will require extensive arithmetic, which has not yet been undertaken.
In the interests of space, a large am ount of algebraic detail has been suppressed. Shortly after the manuscript of this paper had been completed, an interesting paper by Tsien & Kuo (1946) , devoted to the same problem, came to hand. While recognizing the value of this paper, I think th a t so far as the core of the problem is concerned, viz. the question of analytical continuation, their results are only te n tative. They make an unproved assumption, and I do n ot think th a t their methods perm it the tru th of this assumption to be tested; an explanation of th e point a t issue has been added as an Appendix fo the present paper, where also it is shown th a t, in Tsien & K uo's chief example, their assumption is in fact false.
F unda m en ta l eq uations
Let (x, y) be rectangular co-ordinates and (u, v) Elim ination of rjr leads to the field equation
( 1-2)
(1-3)
(1-4)
(1*5)
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In the hodograph m ethod we take as independent variables a pair of velocity components such as u, v, and we shall work with the field-function Q which arises in Legendre's transform ation of (1*5); viz. w ith x, y as independent variables we p u t Q = <f>-x<f>x -y<f>~4 >a (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) and with u, v as independent variables this leads to the reciprocal formulae
Legendre's transform ation of (1-5)-after substituting for c from (1*2)-then gives the hodograph equation u 2 + v2\ l + v2\ V 2----^T-I + |c 2 -u 2-----
( 1*8)
2/? /" "M M ---------uv ' 2/3
From (1*1) the stream function is given in term s of u, v by the consistent equations = ^ (vQuu ~ uOuv), f v = ~~ (vQuv -uQvv) . Po Po I f we introduce polar components of velocity q, 6 by (1-14)
Since w is involved in (1*12) only as n 2, each solution of (1-14) m ust be simply related to a solution of the corresponding equation w ith -in place of n. Hence it is sufficient to work w ith th e fundam ental solution, viz. the hypergeometric series
where an, bn are given by + br a j r n j_ a w K + l)6 w(6w+ l ) T2
(If ni s a negative integer this series m ust be replaced by a series involving log 7; b u t in the present application this case will not arise.)
Hence, if convergence conditions are satisfied, the hodograph equation (1*8) has the solution 2 ( A nenie + B ne-nie) qnF (an,bn,n + l,r ) . (1*16) For t small we have approxim ately F(an,bn,n + l,r ) = 1, and (1*16) becomes the form appropriate to incompressible flow. We m ay expect therefore to obtain a solution for compressible flow round a cylinder by giving the values appro priate to a similar case of incompressible flow. We start therefore from the incom pressible flow, with mean velocity Q, round a circular cylinder, given by
Since by (1*7),
we have (1* I?)
For each of these square roots there are two determinations, and for each deter m ination there are two expansions, one for and one for q> Q. There are thus in all four series for Q, and these are valid in the respective regions I to IV of figure 1; an easy calculation shows th a t the curves separating the regions are the parts of the hyperbola x 2 -y2 = \ l 2 external to the cylinder.
Since conjugate complex solutions for
i Qc an lat take A n = ( -, B n = 0 in (M 6). We are to consider the range of q, or r, which this series converges, and its analytic continuation outside this range. The analytical preparation for this task is undertaken in § § 2, 3, and then in § 4 th e questions relating to the series (M 6) are answered.
H ypergeometric functio ns w ith large param eters
For the hypergeometric function F(an, l ,r ) w formulae when r is real, 0 ^ r < 1, and n is large and not necessarily real. Starting from the well-known formula
which is valid for t < 1 and Bib > 0, Rl(c -6) > 0, we can remove the restr either b or cbb y replacing the straight p ath of integration by a loop round t = or t -1. Thus for Bl(c -b ) > 0 we find
where all the logarithms have principal values and the p ath (e.g. Cx in figure 2 ) starts from t -1 and circles in th e negative sense round t = 0 back to t = 1.
In our case we have c = n + 1, while a, b are given by (1*15 
Thus the form (2-2) is suitable when Bln > 0, and on isolating the principal p art of the integrand we have
g(t) = exp {(a -1 + e'n) log ( --(2a + 2a2 + e"n) log For Bln < 0 we have to detach the p ath of integration from t = 1 instead of from t -0, and similar transform ations give
where /(«) = log (« -1) -log (1 --log t,
Applying the usual technique of steepest descents, we begin by writing
and sketohing the family of contours B -const. ap art from t -0, 1, 1/r, are the points where dfjdt = 0. We have
say, where tv t2 are the roots of the quadratic art2 + t{ 1 -(1 + 2 a)r} + a = 0, ( 2-11)
Thus tv t2 are real negative for 0 < r < (1 + 2a)-2, unreal for (1 + 2a)-2 < r < 1; in the la tter case they He on the circle j t \ = 1 /*Jt , and in the form by this circle.
We shall write t8 = (1 + 2 a )-2 (2*13)
for the critical value of r; by (2-3) we have T a-(1 + 2/?)-1 = (y -i)/(y + 1), and by (1*2), (1*13) the corresponding values of c are equal. Thus t < r 3 corresponds to subsonic flow, and r > to supersonic.
and (for 0 < r < 1) the family of coaxal circles
has as one member the circle | t \ = r -i , this latter circ B -const.; and it is easily proved th a t none of these contours (apart from th e said circle) has any tangencies w ith the family of circles, except for the obvious tangencies on the real axis. Hence, in either upper or lower half of the £-plane, B varies monotonically on the circles.
Bearing in mind the sym m etry of the family R -const., and the obvious approxi mations for t near 0, 1, 1/r and oo, it is now apparent th a t the family lies as in figure 2 or figure 3 according as 0 < r < r s or r s < r < 1.
For r~0 , (2*12) gives
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so th a t as r-> 1 the three points t = tx, fl2, 1/r tend to coincidence w ith = 1. The contours of Rlf(t), defined by (2*9), are the same as those of Rlf{t). i ' h Since the curves of steepest descent, S = = const., through the cols fl are orthogonal trajectories of the family R = const., they lie as shown in figures 2 and 3. Let A T , , W1 , .
For RIN > 0 we take the integral in (2-6) along the path (figure 2) or and C'x (figure 3), and its principal p art arises from the p art of the path near the col (figure 2), or tx and fl2 (figure 3). For the neighbourhood of tx it is a sufficient approxi m ation to take g(t) = g(tx), and, putting t = to expand
where k is most conveniently calculated in terms of tx, fl2 rather than t, o c :
In the case 0 ^ r < ts, k is real positive, and the usual procedure applied gives, for N õ oo r n~co ,
Now Stirling's theorem gives, on substituting for bn from (2-5),
while from (2-7)
As will be pointed out presently, provided 0 < r ^ r s -?/ and | am p ^/n~rj, where rj is an arbitrary positive number, we m ay convert (2*18) into a strict equality by including a factor 1 + 0(1/n) on the right, and the same is obviously tru e of the later approxim ations. On substituting for N from (2*15) and reducing as far as possible we obtain:
where a is defined by (2*3), ts by (2*13), and tx, by (2*12) t2< tx < 0. W hen am p w is near n we m ust proceed from the formula (2-8), and th e appro priate path of integration, for the case 0 < t < r s, is C2 in figure 2 , which is the p ath of steepest descent when n is real negative. This curve has an outw ard and a homeward passage through the col tx, which is its 'h ig h est' point, and it m ust avoid the point t -1/r by an indentation on the left. On the outw ard passage through tx we have
where k is the same constant as in (2T6); on the homeward passage,
Hence we obtain F(an,bn,n + 1 , r) r (n + 1) I f n is a negative integer this result, as far as the leading term s, is indeterm inate, as we should expect since th e series for F(an, bn, + 1, r) then has zero denom inators in the later term s. B u t if we exclude n from neighbourhoods of such negative-integer values, the last factor on the right can be w ritten as l)7r{l + and the result is equivalent to
On use of Stirling's theorem for the gam ma functions and reduction, we obtain precisely the same formula (2-19) as before. Hence:
o n t i n u e d) . The formula (2T9) is valid without restriction upon am p n, provided \n -n1 \^r ) > 0 for all negative integers
The proof of theorem 1 is incomplete in th a t we have not yet justified the sta te m ent th a t the fractional error in the approxim ation (2-18) is uniformly 0 (1 /n) provided 0 < r < ts -7} and | a m p n | -the facts regarding (2-20) w be similar. Suppose first th at* | ampw | < \ u -Then it is well known th a t the fractional error is 0(1 jn) for any r for which (i) g(t) is bounded on the p ath of integration C\, and regular a t (u) a t any point of Cj, (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) where R is the real p art of f (t ), R 1 its value a t and s is the arc reckoned positively. Moreover, the fractional error is uniformly 0(1 jn) over any range of r for which g(t) is uniformly bounded on the p ath and (2-21) is valid with a fixed positive value of the co nstantf A .
A strict proof th a t these conditions are satisfied requires troublesome approxim a tions to the curve C\; b u t if we are content to take certain facts rather vaguely from the 'regularity' of the contours in figure 2, we m ay deduce w hat is required very simply: Since Im f(t) is constant on the p ath C\ we have
where a t the second step we have quoted/'(£) from (2-10). Now from the ' regularity ' referred to, it is evident th at, for any definite r for which runs as in figure 2 (i.e. for 0 < r < ts)and for t on Cx, there are positive lo | t -t.z | , and positive upper bounds for | i | , | £ -1 j, | -1/r | ; and these bounds vary continuously with r. Hence , p dK > A (t ) s, where A (t ) is positive and varies continuously with r; and from the continuity, A (t ) has a positive lower bound over any closed p art of 0 < r < r s. However, for r * The distinction between amp n, amp N is trivial for | n \ large. f Here, and below, the generic symbol A denotes a positive constant, absolute or conditional, whose precise value is without effect on the argument. near 0 we see from (2-14) th a t tx remains finitely different from 0, and hence th a t the p art of figure 2 near the origin remains 'regular'; and th a t though | |, 11 1/T | are separately large on Cx, their quotient remains below a bound m ately \t2r \, = <x. Hence in (2-23), A (t )^ A(r/)> 0 for and (2-21) follows by integration, the minus sign arising because dRjds is negative. The uniform boundedness of g ( t )f ollows similarly. The restriction | am p n | < \ tt -y, imposed above, is required as long as we in te grate along a p ath which gives steepest descent for n real positive. B u t if instead of taking Cx orthogonal to the contours R = const., we take it cutting them a t an angl \ n -d (in one or other sense), Cx will give steepest descent when am p = (+ or -according to the sense ju st referred to). I t is clear th a t, for any 6 less th a n \it, this curve will spiral a t each end into the point = 1, th e spiral approxim ating near t -1 to a logarithmic one and being therefore of finite to tal length. The argu m ent for integration along this new curve is then the same as before, since we can transform the one case into the other by writing N e ±ie = Nx, f(t) eTtd = f x(t). Since, for uniform ity, 6 can have any value between ± \{n -y), we see the validity of the range | am p n |^ t tys tated in theorem 1. The same sort of discussion applies to (2-20). The uniform ity of (2-23) breaks down when r is near r s because then tx is near to t2 and the factor tt2 in (2-22) is small for near tx. H inequality of the form | t -t2 j ^ A ' sv alid for to | dRjds | ^ A s2, and hence Id , in place of (2-21); and for the integral in (2-6) we obtain a bound of the form
A 2 \e x v {n f(tx) } \ \ n \ ~K
Thus the denom inator \N \i , or | n| J, in (2-18) is replac gam ma-function is of order | n \ * we arrive a t
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T heorem 1 {again continued): For 0 < r < rs, and \n -n x \^7 j for all non-positive integers n x,
where the constant A{rj) depends on 7] only. We now tu rn to the case ts< t < 1, where tx, t2 are conjugate im aginary. W hen n is real positive, the curves of steepest descent Cx, Cx through these cols lie as in figure 3 , and we m ay use them in the integral (2'6) for | ampiV | < I n th e discussion regarding the uniform ity of the approxim ation th a t is to be obtained, for which the appropriate range of r is clearly ts + t j ^1 -y, there is one new p o in t: inequalities of the form (2-23), (2*21) are not valid on the whole paths Cx, C[ from tv t2 tooo, b u t only for j t| or sl ess th a n some bound, such values of s, (2*22) gives a uniform inequality of th e form j j ^ , and hence
The corresponding contribution to th e integral in (2*6) is less th an
which is exponentially small compared w ith the principal term in (2*25) or (2-26) below.
By the same device as before, the range of ampw m ay be extended to
In evaluating the contribution from the p art of the p ath near tx, the formal work leading to the right-hand member* of (2-18) is exactly as before, except th a t we m ust atten d to the determ ination of ^k . For this, it is simplest t stances when r is a little less th an r s w ith those when r is a little greater th an and argue thence by continuity. The only significant difference is th a t in the former case t1 -t2 is real positive, so th a t k, defined by (2-17), is real positive; while in the la tter case t1 -t2 i s i (positive) and k -ik' (k' > 0). Thus an integral of the form
is replaced by one of the form /• ooei^e xp (\ik'v?) du, = eini (positive), J -ooe*7 7 1 the sense of integration being read from the paths Cx in figures 2 and 3. Since the final result (2-19) in the former case is real positive (when n is real positive), the corre sponding p art of the result in the latter case m ust be of the form e~ini (positive), approxim ately; so the factor (1 -t/ts)4 in the denominator of (2T9) is to be replaced by (t/t, -1)**** The contribution from the col t2 m ust be conjugate to th a t from tv Hence we have:
where a is defined by (2*3), r s by (2-13) and tv t2 by (2T2) with > 0.
We can supplem ent this, as before, w ith an inequality for r near ts, viz.
For ts^t^1 -7) and | ampw j ^7 r-
W hen rs < t < 1 and am p ni s near n we proceed similarly from the using the paths C2, C2 in figure 3. The result obtained is g-nni+ini / 2 isin mr the factor sin wzr appears because, before reducing the gam m a-function factor by Stirling's theorem, we m ust write
The consistence of this formula w ith (2*25) m ay be seen as follows: According to theorem 3 below we have
where y increases steadily from the value 0 as t increases from r s tow ards 1. Hence for n = -\ n \ eir>,with y fixed positive and | | ~oo, the second term right of (2*25) is exponentially small compared w ith the first one; and since then also in (2*27), 2 isin 1, 2 i sin nn 0, the two formulae agree as regards their principal term s. Similarly when rj is fixed negative, the second term s in [...] are dom inant, and are in agreement. As before, there is an inequality, corresponding to (2*27), w ith the factor (r/rs -1 )-i replaced by | n| *: 
and hence l^dT T dr
the coefficient of dt^dr is zero since tx is a root of (2 -11).
For r near 0, insertion of the expansion (2-14) for gives
Hence T decreases steadily as r increases to r8, until a "(l + 2a)
From (2*12) it is readily proved th a t 1 + (1 + 2a) is positive for 0 < t < (1 + 2a)~2 = and vanishes for r = r s; hence T ^r steadily increases w ith r until r = r8, when its value is a "/(l + a)1+a. Now suppose ts< t < 1. Then T is unreal, and since tx, are conjuga
Hence | T ĵ r | remains constant, with the same value a "/(l + a ) 1+a as a t rs. From (2-30) it is readily proved th a t the am plitude of T increases steadily with r; in fact 
Let T(r) be defined

E x pa n sio n of F(an, bn, n + l , r ) in partial fractions
We have
L et 172,} be restricted for the m om ent to be less th a n some arb itrary bound 1/?/. Then, since by (2*5) an and bn are 0(n), we shall have (aw + r)(6n + r) r (n + r +1)
where e is as small as we please, provided r exceeds a num ber depending on e only. I t follows th a t, if also \ n -n 1 \'^y for any negative integer n x, the rath term of the series is dom inated by ^ (J +e))n | T |w
Hence w ith n so restricted the series converges uniform ly in | r |.< t0 < 1; and for any r in | r | < 1, F(an,bn,n + l,r) is an analytic function of n, regular in the whole n-plane except a t the negative-integral points. Also if -ra is a negative integer we can write
where (since (an + r) (bn -hr) is a quadratic polynomial in is a rational function of n and Q a series which, for the r in question, converges uniform ly for | ra | ^ Hence F has a simple pole a t n = -ra, w ith the residue Q( -ra, 8 being defined by (2*31). For any r in 0 < r < r8 let us now consider the function of n:
where T is defined in term s of r by (2*28). Since is a positive constant, T~n is an •integral function of n, so G(n) is a meromorphic function, with simple poles at n = -1, -2, by (3*1) its residue a t n = -m is -b,mTmT mF (<im, + 1 , r).
Also by theorem 1 we have for nõo
provided n is excluded from neighbourhoods of the poles. Hence we may expand G(n) in partial fractions. Consider
where for any positive integer r, Cr is the circle = and r is later to tend to oo. Taking n not a negative integer, within Cr, the evaluation of f r(z) from the residues a t the poles
T. M. Cherry E quating the two values o f f r(z), substituting for G(n) from (3*4), and transposing we get:
T heorem 4. For 0^t < ts and n not a negative integer,
where T{r) is defined by (2*28) and hm by (3-2). We m ay directly verify the convergence of the series on the right, for 0 < r < F or then, by (2-33) and (3*3), the series is dom inated by and by theorem 3 the base of this geometric series is less th an 1.
The expansion (3-6) is likely to be useful for calculating F when n is large; the values for m positive integral, required on the right, can be found by recurrence for m > 4, say. I t can be converted into an asym ptotic expansion, valid for ampw j < by expanding the denom inators in negative powers of n:
where*
F(an,bn, n + l , T )~T n
00
(
There is another process for obtaining the asym ptotic expansion (3-8), whereby we can obtain closed expressions for ffir), / 2(t), .... In the differential equation (1-14) we change the dependent variable from to by p u tting
The transform ed equation is found* to be
This can be formally solved in the form
where gq, < 72, ... are given in succession by one quadrature each; and since 1 for t = 0, (3*10) requires us to take gq(0) = </2(0) = ... = 0. We find, for example,
and on m ultiplying this by (1 -(1 -we g e t /1(r). Other transform ations of (3'6), such as its conversion into a factorial series, readily suggest themselves.
Convergence and analytic continuation of the ser ies REPRESENTING COMPRESSIBLE FLOW ROUND A CYLINDER
Consider now the formal solution of (1*8):
Q = i c ne^(qlQ rF n(r)
(4-1)
where, here and in the sequel,
Fn(r) = F{an,bn,n+l,T), t = (4-2)
Let the sequence of constants ( Cn ) be such th a t the series FCn convergence. P utting q = coa/( 2/?t), theorem 3 shows th a t the series is dominated by
AZ\Cn \(?°T W W y n* or
A Z \C n \^-Sf f^y n i' * /?is absent from (3-11) because we have put it in terms of t8 by (2-13), (2-3). The rather lengthy algebra is checked (i) by the form in which n occurs in (3*11), and (ii) by the fact that (3*12) gives, for r small,
while (3-9) gives f^r ) = hxT + 0 ( j*),so th a t ^(r ) = 7^7 + 0 (t2); these give hx = K -1) (1 -b j = fi = (1 -t,)/2t,. according as r < t8o r r > t8; t he factor w*, which near r8, has no effect on the convergence. Here 8 is the constant a®/(l + a)1+a, and T <Jt increases steadily from 0 to 8a s r increases from 0 to t8. Hence i f Q < c08*J(2/3), the series (4*1) converges fo r r less than some value r1 < t8, given by Q = c07T (r1) >/(2/?r1) ; and the series diverges for t > t1 since (2*19) provides also an inequality for Fn in the opposite direction. B u t i f Q > cQ8*J(2/3), the series converges for all values o f r less than 1. We thus have a fundam ental division into two cases; if Q <c08 f(2/3) th e series (4*1) presents a problem of analytic continuation, b u t if Q > c08^J(2j8) there is no such problem, since we require r < 1 for physical significance.
The param eter Q is not of direct physical significance. I f tx (< t8) gives the lim it of convergence, the series (4*1) is better w ritten or again, if qx is the speed corresponding to tv
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Our concern here is only w ith the case tx < r 8; b u t it m ay be noted th a t the form (4*3) is different from (4*1) when r t > t8, since then Tx is unreal; and this case of (4*3) m ay well be of physical interest. We shall so choose the coefficients Gn th a t (4*3) represents flow around a cylinder, w ith qx the speed a t infinity; so our case t1< t8 is th a t of subsonic flow, in the sense th a t the speed a t infinity is less th a n th e local velocity of sound; not necessarily th a t the greatest speed in th e flow is subsonic.
To consider the analytic continuation of the solution (4*3), first let r < r 1 < t8. Then theorem 4 gives, with the abbreviations T -T(r),w(r) = (1 -r)i_^( l -r / r 8)_J,
The double series here converges absolutely: for the interior series is dom inated by (3*7), already proved convergent, so the double series is dom inated by which converges since T f r < T x yJtx and FCn£ n has unit radiu we can invert the order of the summations, giving 
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which has already been proved uniformly convergent for r < (t/> 0). Hence the formula (4*5) provides the continuation of Q for 0 <; r < and £ in D, the series being uniformly convergent for 0 < r ^ and £ in Suppose further th a t gr(£) has an isolated singularity a t some point £0 on the unit circle, so th a t D can be enlarged so as to include a neighbourhood of £0. The formula (4*7), w ith integration along a p ath circling round £0, provides the continuation of <7m(£) in the enlarged D, b u t the bound (4-8) m ust be modified; if R is the greatest value of ) z| on the p ath from z -0 to now have 
(rTrFm(T)<\£IR\
this condition is satisfied provided r < t(£), where r(£) is a value less than ts b ut which approaches r8 as | £/i? | -> 1. Hence (4-5) provides the continuation of for r < t3 -7) and £ traversing any path in a neighbourhood of £0 which is small with r\ \ and hence for t < ts,D has, like g{Q, an isolated singularity at £0.
Finally, let us further particularize by supposing g(Q to have an algebraic singularity a t £0, so th a t it returns to its starting value after, say, p circuits about £0. Then if </w(£) becomes after p circuits,
where the integral is round a closed circuit on the p-sheeted R iem ann surface of </(£), and so is a constant K m. Then (4-5) gives, for the continuation 12* of 12,
the previous argum ent implies th a t this series m ust converge for 0 ^ t ^ -and £ sufficiently near £0.
(4*10) show's th a t a g(Q which is single-valued near the singularity £0 leads in general to a m ultiple-valued Q. F or instance, if (/(£) has a simple pole a t £0, w ith residue Jc, (4-9) becomes (for one circuit of £0) T. M. Cherry
In this case the series (4-10) is easily proved to c for 0 < r < 1.
Flow round a cylinder. We now specialize the preceding formulae by taking
g(£) = V(i-£). c" -(-i)* (* ). <4'n )
The singularity £0 is £0 = 1. The integral in (4*9), taken twice round th e point £ = 1, is zero since </(£) is finite a t this point, so (/*(£) = gm(Q and Q is single valued for a double circuit of £ about 1. For a single circuit, however, taking the unit circle, and integrating from z = 0 round z -£, we find for 9m( 0 the continuation <7*(£) given by where A t th e step (4*15), the proof th a t the order of sum m ation can be changed, for | £ | > 1 and t < t8 is the same as for the passage from (4-4) to (4*5), th e denom inators | \ -n + m | having the lower bound \ \ and a t the final step we have appealed to theorem 4 for the index £ -ni n place of n, after substituting £ = I t has already been seen th a t the series converges for 0 ^ r < 1. R egarding the first series on the right of (4-16), theorem 3 gives T. M. Cherry / 8 y -n [t^tJ -according as t < t8 or r > r 8; for t > tx we have T1^t1< so since | -n->-co, the series converges for t1< t < \.
Hence (4-16) gives the continuation of the Q defined by (4-3), n o t merely for Tj < r < ra, b u t also for r t < r < 1. A comparison of (4-3), (4-13) and (4-16) shows th a t we get a more sym m etrical case by adding to the Q defined by (4-3) th e solution Q0 defined by (4-14). Hence we have 
so th a t ) becomes, for th
e Dd efined by (4*3),
The'm iddle term on the right is i20, so the solution defined in (4*18) is represented near £ = 1, or qeid = qv by o _ (l _ r)* -tf/ qTei0\ i 2 ,
(1 ~TlTs)i\ q^Tj + 3'
The first approxim ation is
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This has the form of (1*17), b u t w ith q replaced by qT(r)\ qT{r) is in fact the 'corrected velocity', familiar in the approxim ate treatm ent of subsonic flow. I f we m ultiply the solution given in theorem 5 by any constant, and add the con jugate solution, we get w hat is evidently a generalization of the solution (1*17) for incompressible flow round a cylinder. Hence theorem 5 m ust give a similar com pressible flow, a t least when q1 is not too large.
We can immediately generalize the solution Q of theorem 5 by adding to it any series of th e form f l1 -S ( i , « " + i >e^) r t ( T ) (4-23) which converges for 0^r < 1; Q0, defined in (4*17), is an example of such a series. The essential point is th a t Qt should be regular over the whole which occurs in the flow defined by the solution, so th a t its adjunction does not affect the character of the solution near the branch point qeie -qv I t is of course by adjustm ent of the coefficients in (4*23) th a t we m ust try to fit the solution to a given shape of cylinder; b u t we do not here enter into this question.
The position co-ordinates and stream function
In this section, use is made of the following hypergeometric formulae:
3) Ifb ( \ -T)a+b-n+1F ( a + \,b + \ ,n + \,T ) -F(n -a ,n -b ,n + l,T ). (5'^)
According to (1*7) the position co-ordinates x, y are the derivatives of with respect to the rectangular velocity components u, v. This gives, in terms of polar velocity components q, d\
Remembering th a t r = g2/(2/?c2), so th a t
we see th a t to the elem entary solution Q bn, n + l , r ) correspond* x = q n -ien i e c o s
If the derivative Fr is elim inated by means of (5-1), these become x = 2 nqn~1en i e cos 6F (an, bn, n , t 
The stream function y . ' ri s defined in term s of rectangular velocity (T9); the corresponding polar formulae are
= -£ (?4 , + G m ).
where according to (1*3) and (1T3), -1 -t)P . The solution
Since also (T15) gives an + bn -n + 1 = 1
n+l,T).
Hence for ijr we have the alternative forms (except for 0)
the added function of q only m ust reduce to a constant since, according to the first of (5-8), yjrq carries the factor enie The form (5T0) is verified, to a constant factor, by the well-known hodograph equation for xjr. F or = 0 we have simply 1 and \Jr = G.
We can now im mediately write down th e series for x, y, ijr corresponding to the series (4T8) to (4-20) for Q. In the case of however, a precaution is necessary, since its determ ination involves an integration, and we have to see th a t th e constants of integration corresponding to the different series for Q are properly related. We have therefore to begin with the series for xjr corresponding to one of the series for Q, and to find the continuations of this series. For this purpose we use the form (5T0). I t is clear th a t there will be for F (n -an, an expansion analogous to (3-6). The leading term is m ost quickly found from th a t of F(an. bn, n l,r) by means of (5T), (5-3), (5*4); since the rem ainder in (3-6) is convergent and 0 (l/n ), this process m ust give correct results. Hence we find F ( n -a n, n -b n, n + l , r ) = T n(r) (1
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where T(t) is the same function (2-28) as before. The partial fraction expansion for this function is now proved like theorem 4. W riting it is where Fn(r) = Fn(r) = F ( n -a n, n~b n,n + l,T ) ,
Comparing this with (3-2) we find, on use of (1T5), and when we add this to (5*16) th e last term cancels. I t follows th a t the Q defined by (4*18) gives for r < tx, (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) while for t > r x we have the continuations
corresponding to the forms (4*19) fori?. The continuation of \}j corresponding to the form (4-20) for Q is easily seen to be
The series for x, y corresponding to the Q here considered can be w ritten down im mediately from (5-7). Hence we have: for and
Cn( < h Ti)~n qn-x{2eniecos6F{an,bn, n , t ) -
+ 2 riKnhnq i n(T1T1)n qn~x{2e~n i e sin 6F (an, bn, n, t) p ( a^ r)}.
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Corresponding to (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) : the series (5-IS) for \Jr, together with
x {2e(i-n)< (? cos QF(an., bn> , n , r) -
where n' = \ -n.
Corresponding to (4*20): the series (5-19) for \Jr and the series on the right of (5-20) f o r -x , -y . F or a real solution we m ust naturally take the real p arts of these series. F or this real solution we have, in (5-17), (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , }Jf = 0 a t th 0 = 0 in these series (real parts) gives fr = 0, and 0 in (5-20) gives = 0 while x varies w ith q. On the other hand, 6 = 0 in (5*21) gives I t is clear th a t this solution represents a flow, w ith Ox and Oy as axes of sym m etry, round a cylinder. I t is virtually certain th a t when the velocity a t infinity q1 is close to the sonic value qs this flow will exhibit lim it lines (loci of cusps of stream lines) in the neighbourhood of the cylinder; b u t this requires arithm etical investigation which has not yet been undertaken.
Alternative method, by transformation of the hodograph equation
I t has been explained in the introduction th a t the essential m athem atical problem involved for compressible flow, w ithout circulation, round a cylinder is to find a solution!? of the hodograph equation (1*8) having a branch point a t th a t finite value of q which gives the speed a t infinity. In this section I indicate briefly another m ethod of solving this problem ; it is, a t present, less complete th an th e one which has been developed above, b u t it m ay tu rn out to give more rapidly conyergent series.
Suppose th a t a function f(z) of a complex variable z (and perhaps of another in dependent variable also) has a branch point a t o f the same character as <J(z -Zj); and suppose th a t a new variable £ is so related to z as to have a t zx a branch point of this same character, with corresponding to Then there will be conformal corre spondence between the schlict planes of £ and so far as the neighbourhood of is concerned, and / will be a regular function of £ in this neighbourhood. Con versely if we know such a relation between z and £, and know a function / of £ which is regular a t w ith / '^j) =4=0, this function when expressed in term s of z will have a branch point of the desired character. W hen a second variable is involved, which (like r in the present context) m ay be restricted to real values, we have a branch line-a relation between z, r -instead of a branch point.
Our concern is w ith a family of solutions such as (4-3) which involves, beside the two independent variables, a param eter qx (the co b u t since in (4-3) the variable 6 and the param eter are involved only in the com bination ei0/qxT(Tx), we can absorb the factor qxT {rx) into 0 by allowing 0 to be complex. W ith this understanding, our concern is essentially w ith one function Q of two independent variables. I t is convenient to take as these variables the complex velocity-components A detailed comparison of the work of these authors with my own seems hardly necessary; in some directions they go farther th an I do, in others the position is reversed; our methods are generally different. However, as I think th a t their theory of the analytical continuation of solutions is essentially defective, I should state the ground of this opinion. For this purpose it will be clearest if I use my notation in describing their procedure; b u t I follow them in giving prim acy to i/r rather th an Q (which is of course a trivial point).
Tsien & K uo (1946, pp. 38-43, equations (98) to (107)) start from a solution for the stream function ^ , , xjr ^) = £ A n gin (7-1 n-0 (n+n\T l / which for qqx reduces to a series : 2 A w sin nd
which is 'ju st convergent', i.e. £ A nzn/q% supposed to have th qv I t is supposed further th a t this function g(z) has near the character of {l-zjqj) and th a t there is a ring qx < \ z \ < q2 in whic can be represented in the form ^ = ± i( 7-3)
where W(z) is a convergent Laurent series. Generahzing the series (7-3) so th a t it may become a solution of the hodograph equation for rjr, it is stated th a t the proper form of continuation for (7-1), into the ring qx < \ qeie | < q2, is
where term$ in sin(w + |) # are om itted because, by (7-1), = -f t i\2 n -d)i and this property m ust be preserved on continuation. The coefficients B n, Cn are to be found by identifying, on the circle | q \ -norm al derivatives dft®/dq, dft^jdq. The series (7-4), w ith q = as a Fourier sine-and-cosine series for the range (with certain term s suppressed) such as is suitable to represent a function on the section j qeie J = of a two-sheeted Riem ann surface w ith a branch point a t qx. A lternatively we can regard it as a Fourier cosine series for the range 0 ^ ^ such as represents a function which-on this double circle-is even. F or definiteness, we can suppose th a t the one-sheeted circle on which (7*1) is given corresponds to 0 ^ ^ 2rr.
The coefficients Bn, Cn are thus determ ined-each is an infinite series in th e coefficients A nof (7*1)-and a proof is offered th a t the resulting series (7*4) converges in the same two-sheeted ring qx < \ qeid | < -^ series W{z) of (7*3) converges; b u t I th ink (see below) th a t this proof is fallacious. Now the series (7-4) gives ft°\q , 2 n -f 6) --ft°\q ,6 ), (7*5) and if this is so, we m ust have also ^iq , 2tt + 6) = -f t l\q , d)\ (7-6) th a t is, we m ust have:
The branch of obtained from (7*1) by continuation from th | qeie | < qv 0^6^ 2tt, round qeid = qt , back to | qei9 j < qv -2rr ^ ^0, must be the negative of the branch (7*1).
I t is only under this condition th a t a continuation in the form (7*4), convergent for qx < | qeie \ < q2 and -2 n^d ^2n, can be valid. Tsien & K uo give no indication as to how the satisfaction of condition C m ay be investigated, and from § 4 of the present paper it is clear th a t it is no t a trivial hypo thesis to make; e.g. the condition is satisfied for th e solution (4-18) b u t n ot for the solution (4*3). Indeed, as I shall show below, th e condition is not satisfied for the form of solution chosen by Tsien & K uo as generalizing the incompressible flow round a circular cylinder.
On this m ethod of attack -by identifying plausible forms of solution on the common boundary of their domains of validity-there seems to be no w ay of investigating condition C. Here are three possibilities, and the reasons why they fail.
(i) Suppose we start from (7-4). Then there is no means of knowing th a t it has, on either sheet of the Riem ann surface, a continuation of the form (7-1) involving only positive integral values of n.
(ii) Suppose we allow for the non-satisfaction of (7-5) or (7-6) by including additional terms in (7-4) ; the additional term s harmonious w ith the form (7*1) are z (K<inK(T)+ c;<r-r_"(T)) sin ne, F_n is not an ordinary hypergeom etric function b u t is a logarithm ic solution. Then to determ ine the coefficients we should need to know 6) for -< ^ 277, whereas (7*1) gives it only for 0 < 6< 2tt.
(iii)
Suppose we fit the series (7-4) t o( 7-1) over the range 0 < that the series may not fit the unknown continuation of (7*1) over ^0 . This possibility gets its plausibility from th e fact th a t functions w ith discontinuous derivatives can be represented by Fourier series. However, it seems likely th a t on this plan the series (7-4) will generally diverge both for q > q 1 and for q < and not merely for -2 n^d^Q i b u t also for 0 < 0< 2 ti. A t least, thi example:
L et us take the case of incompressible flow, in which i]r satisfies Laplace's equation, and the hypergeom etric functions in (7*1), (7-4) all reduce to unity. Bn -J4-n> On = 0, in agreement w ith (7-8). Now take in place of (7-7) the solution 00 \]r = = 2 o this is the imaginary p art of ^/(l -qeid) + aqeie, and it does not satisfy condition C. In the relations corresponding to (7-10) there are now the additional terms 4a 4a l -( n -i ) 2 on the right; so if B'n, C'n are the new coefficients in (7*9), and B n, Cn the old ones defined by (7-10), we have q T ) ' each of the added terms is obviously a solution, since T , = T (t), cancels from it.
Hence \]f* = -x ] r ,i ndeed, ft* has a branch point a t qeie = 0; and condi not satisfied. Physically, this means th a t a flow defined upstream of a cylinder by (7*14) would fail to join up smoothly downstream; or more strictly, the solution cannot be interpreted as a uniform stream modified by a localized disturbance.
